ABSTRACT a pdf [5]. The pdf of speech is in fact super-Gaussian [2, 6] 
. A conven-SUPER-GAUSSIAN PROBABILITY DENSITY FUNCTIONS tional beamformer in generalized sidelobe canceller (GSC) configuration is stiuctured such that the direct signal from a desired direction
The facti th te pdf of speech is super-Gaussian has often been reis undistorted [3 § 14.5] . Subject to this distortionlessconstraint the ported intheiterature [2d6] . Noise, on the othervhand isumore total output power of the beamformer is minimized through the adnearly Gaussian-distributed, The pdf of the sum of even two superjustment of an active weight vector, which effectively places a null Gaussian random variables will be more nearly Gaussian than either on any source of interference, but can also lead to undesirable sig-of the two original sources. Based on this observation, we hope nal cancellation [4] . To avoid the latter, the adaptation of the active to remove interference signals and extract a target speech signal by weight vector is typically halted whenever the desired source is acmaking the pdf ofthe beamformer's output as super-Gaussian as postive.
sible. In this work, we consider negentropy as a criterion for estimating A plot of the likelihood of the Gaussian and four super-Gaussian the active weight vectors in a GSC. Negentropy indicates how far a univariate pdfs is provided in Fig. 1 , where the parameters of the GG probability density function (pdf) of a particular signal is from Gaus-pdfs are estimated from the actual speech data. From the figure, it sian. In other words, it represents the degree of super-Gaussianity of is clear that the Laplace, Ko, F and GG pdfs, exhibit the "spikey" and "heavy-tailed" characteristics that are typical of super-Gaussian This work was supported by the European Union (EU) under the inpdfs. Fig. 1 also shows the histograrm of the real parts of subband tegrated project AMIDA Augment d Multi-palrM Jntei action with Distance speech samuples. Fig. 2 shows the histogramn of magnitude in the Acc Bss contract numhcer and former offers the possibility of steering both nulls and sidelobes; the H(Y) =aa-5 {logpy(Y)} -rl E logpy(Yt). (11L) former towards the undesired signal and its reflections, the latter tot=O~~~~~~wardsreflections of the desired signal. of the speech spectra.
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